Wasps in the shadow: Looking at the pre-hibernating clusters of *Polistes dominulus*
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In some *Polistes* species, hibernation begins with the formation of clusters. Pre-hibernating aggregations may be evolutionarily favoured because they provide a dilution effect, better active defence from predators, and insulation from cold and/or dryness. Many authors have suggested that the pre-hibernating phase represents a socially inactive period for wasps. This paradigm strongly influenced the direction of research; in fact, most studies on *Polistes* behaviour focus on the nesting phase. It has been demonstrated, however, that many social interactions occur in aggregations, and that a division of labour is also present in these aggregations. Here, we evaluate the influence of cluster formation and social networks on the main aspects of wasp social behaviour, such as the consequences on kin-assortment (philopatry and tolerance level), variation in chemical recognition, division of labour, and helping behaviour.

**Introduction**

The colony cycle differs across *Polistes* species, with the major features depending on local ecological conditions. For example, *Polistes* species living in zones with seasonality, alternate a nesting - with a non-nesting phase. The latter phase allows the animals to cope with extreme climatic conditions (Pardi 1942, Gibo 1972, Reeve 1991). Such a phase is often characterized by a dispersion of reproductive individuals from their maternal nest and by the formation of pre- hibernation clusters, which consist of a variable number of individuals (from few to hundreds). The advantages of these aggregations are difficult to evaluate in quantitative terms, but it is plausible that clusters may favour a dilution effect (i.e., a form of ‘safety in numbers’), better active defence from predators, and insulation from cold and/or dryness (Hunt et al. 1999, Dapporto et al. 2005a). Moreover, by waiting for better environmental conditions to start the nesting phase, wasps decrease activity which minimizes their metabolic costs, thus reducing the need of food and, consequently, the exposure to predators (Reeve 1991, Hunt et al. 1999, Gobbi et al. 2006).

Some tropical species initiate nests at the start of the rainy season and leave them at the onset of the dry season. For example, at the beginning of the dry season, *P. major* has been seen to leave maternal nests to aggregate in crevices (Hunt et al. 1999). *Polistes instabilis* and *P. pacificus* migrate to elevated forests where they aggregate in very large numbers; this seasonal movement may allow wasps enter into a cold,
wet storage, and to pass the season when food for brood is lacking in the lowlands (Hunt et al. 1999, 2001). This behaviour has been also reported in *Mischoctytarus angolatus*, and in the swarm founding species *Apocia pallens*, *Protopolybia acutiscutis*, *Agelaia panamensis*, and *Ropalidia Montana* (Jeanne & Hunt 1992, Hunt et al. 1995, 2001).

At the end of summer in temperate zones, *Polistes* gynes mate then aggregate in sheltered areas (Rau [1930a, 1931] for *P. rubiginosus*, *P. pallipes*, *P. annularis*; Fernald [1940] for *P. exclamans*; Pardi [1942], Dapporto et al. [2004a, 2005a] for *P. dominulus*; Yoshikawa [1963] for *P. yokahame*, *P. fadwigae*, *P. snellenii*, *P. antennalis*; West-Eberhard [1969] for *P. fuscatus*; Gonzalez et al. [2002]; and Gobbi et al. [2006] for *P. versicolor*, *P. ferreri*).

Cluster formation is the starting point of hibernation in many *Polistes* species. Hibernation is generally divided into three stages: pre-hibernating, diapause, and post-hibernating (Yoshikawa 1963). During the pre-hibernating phase, foundresses aggregate in temporary shelters where the animals are not yet completely idle (Rau 1930a, 1931, Yoshikawa 1963, Gonzalez et al. 2002, Dapporto et al. 2005a). At the onset of winter, when the temperature drops, *Polistes* wasps move in deeper and safer quarters, called hibernacula, where they spend the diapause phase (Yoshikawa 1963). As the temperature rises in early spring, the wasps become active and the post-hibernating stage begins. This final stage of hibernation ends with the initiation of the nests (Yoshikawa 1963).

However, over-wintering remains a very critical period for gynes; in fact, cluster formation, activity reduction, and high tolerance to low temperatures (Gibo 1972) are not sufficient to guarantee survival. It is well known that many gynes die before spring (Rau 1930b, Pratte 1982, Starks 2001, Gamboa et al. 2004), and we have found groups of 30–40 dead wasps in January. Identifying appropriate winter quarters is likely to be essential for survival, and wasps often overwinter in the same shelters year after year (Rau 1930, Turillazzi et al. 2006b, L. Dapporto pers. obs.). Recently, Turillazzi et al. (2006) strongly suggested that antibiotic cuticular peptides are cues involved in the identification of previously used hibernacula (Turillazzi et al. 2006a, 2006b). In addition, nourishment and resource storage during the pre-hibernating stage seem to play an important role in the survival of gynes during the winter (Strassmann 1979, Hunt et al. 2003, Gonzalez et al. 2002, Dapporto et al. 2005a).

**Cluster composition and its possible effects on kin-assortment**

During the nesting phase, *Polistes* wasps are strongly xenophobic and non-nestmates are attacked when encountered on the nest (reviewed in Gamboa [1996, 2004]). As suggested by Pardi (1942), in the final phase of the nesting period, just before pre-hibernation aggregations are formed, wasp behaviour changes. As nest fidelity and tolerance levels depend on defendable resources, it is not surprising that aggressive interactions between wasps decreases during this period. In an experiment on semi-free ranging colonies, Dapporto et al. (2004b) observed that *P. dominulus* wasps switched between nests more frequently at the very end of summer (15 August–15 September) when compared to the previous period (15 July–14 August).

In aggregations, the absence of the natal nest probably decreases aggression, as predicted by Starks et al. (1998) and Gamboa et al. (1991). In fact, despite the experiments of Allen et al. (1982) which suggested that *P. exclamans* gynes form clusters of former nestmates, most species aggregate in multi-colony clusters. Indeed Rau (1930a) for *P. annularis*, Pardi (1942) for *P. dominulus*, and Hunt et al. (1999) for *P. exclamans* argued that clusters of aggregating wasps are too numerous to complain wasps belonging to only one nest. In 2003, Starks demonstrated that *P. dominulus* clusters are composed of wasps from multiple nests. Moreover, it has even been shown that clusters may be composed of different species (Rau [1930a, 1931] for *P. annularis*, *P. pallipes* and *P. rubiginosus*; Yoshikawa [1963] for *P. fadwigae*, *P. yokahamae* and *P. antennalis*; Pardi [1942], L. Dapporto [pers. obs.] for *P. dominulus*, *P. gallicus* and *P. nympha*).

Within European species, *P. dominulus* shows the highest aggregation tendency, forming large
clusters which may contain individuals of multiple species (Pardi 1942, L. Dapporto pers. obs.). Indeed, the presence of co-hibernating animals from different genera (Polistes dominulus, Vespula germanica, and Vespa crabro; L. Dapporto pers. obs.) is an indicator of the high levels of tolerance of P. dominulus during this phase.

While tolerance during winter may increase wasp survival, tolerance may result in disadvantages during nest initiation in spring. A “tolerant foundress” that becomes subordinate to an unrelated dominant female cannot obtain indirect fitness payoffs. Therefore, for such a female to obtain some reproductive success, she must either inherit the colony or be provided some direct reproductive opportunities. Alternatively, a “selective foundress” increases the probability of founding a new nest with a related former nestmate, thus increasing its probability of obtaining indirect fitness. Indeed, within many Polistes species, spring associations are mainly composed of full sister foundresses (Field et al. [1998] for P. bellicosus; Seppa et al. [2002] for P. carolina; Reeve et al. [2000] for P. fuscatus). This is in line with kin selection theory, which predicts that in order to obtain indirect fitness unselfish individuals must be related to the individuals they help (Hamilton 1964a, 1964b).

Philopatry is a behavioural mechanism that facilitates related individuals gathering at the end of hibernation. In spring, foundresses of various Polistes species return to their natal nests where they often find a new nest. Philopatry facilitates the formation of kin groups after dispersal for hibernation (Pardi 1942, West-Eberhard 1969, Klahn 1979, Post & Jeanne 1982, Strassmann 1983, Cervo & Turillazzi 1985, Starks 2003, Sumana et al. 2005). As expected, the nest hydrocarbon profiles (the cues for chemical kin recognition in Polistes; Lorenzi et al. 1996) maintain colony specific signatures after the overwintering period (Sumana et al. 2005). Moreover, within a laboratory enclosure, P. dominulus were able to recognize and preferentially perch on their original nest (and even pieces of nest paper) after hibernation (Starks 2003).

But philopatry is not the only mechanism involved in the formation of kin groups. Post and Jeanne (1982), in an elegant laboratory experiment on P. fuscatus, found that foundresses preferentially associate with former nestmates, and not with unrelated females with which they hibernated in clusters. This finding indicates that in this species cluster hibernation does not inhibit kin recognition in spring. This finding also demonstrates that these animals can identify kin in the absence of their natal nest. This evidence suggests that some colony specific cues are maintained after overwintering. The nature of these cues may be chemical (e.g. cuticular hydrocarbons; Lorenzi et al. 1996) and/or visual (Tibbetts 2002).

Within Polistes species, P. dominulus appears to be an exception to the full sister association rule. It has been demonstrated that nearly 35% of P. dominulus multiple foundress associations are composed of unrelated females (Queller et al. 2000). In addition, laboratory tests (similar to the experiments by Post and Jeanne [1982]) indicated that foundresses of this species do not associate preferentially with former nestmates (Pratte 1982, Röseler 1985). However, Dapporto et al. (2004a) demonstrated that some mechanisms to avoid association with unrelated individuals are present in P. dominulus. In the laboratory, foundresses prefer to form associative nest foundations with individuals from the same locality. Even though this is not an example of direct kin recognition, at the moment it is the only direct evidence of discrimination among P. dominulus females before nest foundation.

Dapporto et al. (2004a) also showed that hibernation clustering in P. dominulus may induce associations between unrelated foundresses. Gynes from two different localities were induced to hibernate in a single cluster. In the following spring, these foundresses did not show any preference to associate with individuals coming from the same original locality. Importantly, the cuticular chemical profiles of individuals from the mixed hibernation clusters were similar and significantly different from those of individuals who hibernated with other foundresses from the same locality. Finally, our recent observations revealed that colony-specific cuticular profiles are lost during hibernation (L. Dapporto et al. unpubl. data).

In conclusion, even though P. dominulus can lose its colony signature during the overwintering period, the nest retains its basic hydrocarbon
signature (Sumana et al. 2005), and wasps are able to recognize it in spring (Starks 2003). This evidence allows us to hypothesize that returning to the natal nest may allow individuals to re-acquire their colony specific hydrocarbon signature, which may facilitate nestmate recognition. The acquisition of the colony specific odour after a short period on the comb is well known in young Polistes wasps and in Polistes social parasites (Gamboa 1996, 2004, Sledge et al. 2001). The occurrence of the high rate of unrelated pairs found by Queller et al. (2000) in a population where many combs are lost during winter (Strassmann et al. 2004), further supports this hypothesis.

This research represents a good platform from which more focussed efforts should be completed. Particularly, genetic studies on populations where nests are sheltered may provide clarifying data. Indeed, we are not far from demonstrating what Rau hypothesized in 1930a (p. 464): “It seems not at all impossible that queen wasps which spend the last weeks of autumn on the nests should remember and return to these nests after winter’s absence, and there again become gregarious, lick or caress one another, or perhaps renew acquaintances, or revive the old feeling of family oneness — however you may wish to express it — and possibly strengthen the bond by the mutual aid of giving to each other some refreshment, however slight it may be, at this serious time of need.”

**Behaviour in pre-hibernating clusters**

Yoshikawa (1963) stated that the death of the last workers indicates the end of the social stage in wasps, because provisioning and food exchanging among gynes does not occur. Accordingly, the lack of foraging by workers implies a functional disintegration of the social phase. Many authors emphasized that the pre-hibernating phase represents a socially inactive period for wasps (Rau 1930a, Pardi 1942, Yoshikawa 1963, Hunt et al. 1999, Gonzalez et al. 2002). This paradigm has probably biased the direction of behavioural research. In fact, most studies on Polistes behaviour focuses on the nesting phase. As a consequence, social interactions in aggregations have remained a “neglected behaviour”. In his paper *The behaviour of hibernating Polistes wasps*, Rau (1930a) described migration sites, cluster hibernation behaviour, and timing for three Polistes species. However, Rau did not mention any social behaviour among the aggregating wasps. Gonzalez et al. (2002) observed the behaviour of tropical *P. versicolor* in winter aggregations, and found that wasps forage for food but do not show social interactions such as trophallaxis. In *P. dominulus*, neither Pardi ([1942], in pre-hibernating clusters) nor Hughes et al. (2004, in clusters of wasps parasitized by the Strepsiptera *Xenos vesparum*) reported data on interactions between females.

However, social interactions are reported for *P. dominulus* and *P. rubiginosus* in the post-hibernating period before nest initiation. Rau (1930a: p. 466) stated that females “would crowd close together and lick one another, and when a P. rubiginosis returned from the field (if not from a longer journey) they would fight for the opportunity of touching its mouth with their own”. Pardi (1942) described these post-hibernating encounters in a more detailed manner. In particular, he reported that wasps sometimes fight by straightening up, grappling with forelegs, and attempting to bite each other. In some cases, these fights are unresolved with “no winners or losers” (Pardi 1942: p. 19) in other cases, after a brief period of such agonistic interactions, one of the two foundresses adopts a subordinate posture and, sometimes, offers regurgitated fluid.

Some years ago, observing a pre-hibernating cluster of *P. dominulus*, we realized that some behaviour reported by Rau (1930a) and Pardi (1942) for post-hibernating wasps were present in September. The most evident behaviour occurred when individuals went back to the aggregation. At this time, the other wasps immediately inspected and tried to dominate the returning female, often soliciting food and, sometimes, obtaining it. A similar behaviour was observed in clusters of *P. fuscatus* kept in the lab (M. J. West-Eberhard pers. comm.). We quantified this peculiar behaviour by systematically collecting data on aggregations. We individually
marked the animals on the wings and caged them in containers with water and sugar. We placed the containers in an open gallery, which ensured the maintenance of similar environmental conditions as those from where the aggregations were collected (Dapporto et al. 2005a).

We recorded social activity, which included some behavioural patterns such as attacks and fights, dominance interactions, food requests, and trophallaxis (Dapporto et al. 2005a). Particularly, in all pre-hibernating clusters, a few wasps helped others by performing external tasks and providing food. During daily activity, these helpers spent most of their time on the sugar but also returned to the aggregation. Here, several wasps competed for the opportunity to obtain food from the “helpers” by persistently soliciting them. Alternatively, when non-helpers returned to the aggregation they were usually ignored. This discrimination led us to hypothesize a recognition process mediated by food volatiles (Day & Jeanne 2001).

We also found that all helpers were mated and died within early December before the rigours of winter (Dapporto et al. 2005a). In six studied clusters, we identified 22 helpers out of a total of 303 wasps (7.3% of the individuals). This percentage was relatively constant over the six aggregations studied during three different years. This finding led us to assume that helping in aggregations is not an episodic behaviour. The importance of helpers may be inferred by the incidence of their effort. We found that from 27% to 50% of foraging bouts recorded were completed by helpers. These data suggest that helpers provide significant quantities of food, which suggests that other aggregating wasps do not incur the full costs related to foraging (predation risk and energy loss).

In sum, helpers are fertilized individuals that behave and die in winter as workers do. So, it is unclear whether helpers should be identified as gynes or workers.

**Workers or gynes?**

Reproductive division of labour is one of the key defining characteristics of insect societies, and is found in a vast range of forms (Wilson 1971). Social insect colonies typically contain two castes: queens, who lay most of the eggs, and workers, who have reduced fertility and perform most of the colony maintenance tasks. Some groups of social insects (many species of bees, termites, and most ants) are characterised by differences between queens and workers established at the larval stage (termed pre-imaginal), often as a result of differential feeding by workers (Wilson 1971, Holldobler & Wilson 1990, Hunt & Amdam 2005). In other more “simple” societies (allogapine and halictine bees, hover wasps and ponerine ants), morphological differences between reproductives and workers are few or absent, and all individuals retain the ability to reproduce or perform helper roles (Turillazzi 1991). Within the social wasps, the full range of social organisation can be found, from solitary to highly eusocial species (Jeanne 1980, Turillazzi 1991, O’Donnell 1998).

The polistine wasps are a heterogeneous group and contain swarm founding species with evident pre-imaginal caste differentiation (found in the Ropalidini and Epiponini) (Jeanne 1991, Hunt et al. 2001). In other genera (e.g. Polistes, and Mischocyttarus), the presence of true caste determination has not been positively confirmed. Size differences between queens and workers occur in some Polistes species (Haggard & Gamboa [1980] for P. metricus; Dani [1994] for P. gallicus), while in others differences disappear as the season progresses and as the number of workers increases (West-Eberhard [1969] for P. fuscatus; Pardi [1946], Turillazzi [1980] for P. dominulus; Miyano [1983, 1990] for P. antennalis). O’Donnell (1998) stated that pre-imaginal cast determination is not necessarily expressed in external morphology and the author proposed that the critical issue to delimiting castes is whether adult females can mate and lay diploid eggs. Accordingly, helpers in aggregations should be considered future queens. However, it has been shown that in several Polistes species the first emerged females (and thus virtually workers) can mate and lay fertilised eggs (Strassmann 1981, Kasuya 1983, Suzuki 1985).

A further difference between queen and worker castes is evident in temperate species
where some individuals are able to overwinter while others are not (Delaurance 1952, Strassmann 1985). Nevertheless, even in this case there are some exceptions in Polistes wasps; in P. exclamans, in the absence of larvae on the nest, adult workers are able to modify their own characteristics (e.g. increasing the resistance to cold) to match those of foundresses (Solís & Strassmann 1990). It was demonstrated in P. fuscatus (Reeve et al. 1998) and P. dominulus (Starks 2001) that several of the first workers may pursue alternative reproductive tactics, where, instead of remaining on the nest to aid their mother, they abandon the nest to overwinter and attempt to become foundresses the following spring. Finally, as mentioned above, many future foundresses die in winter before spring and, from this perspective, they should be considered as “workers”.

In summary, Polistes wasps seem to be characterized by caste plasticity, in which the roles are highly sensitive to environmental circumstances (Solís & Strassmann 1990, Mead & Gabouriaut 1993, Mead et al. 1995, Reeve et al. 1998). However, some differences in reproductive potential may be determined during preimaginal stages by larval nourishment (Hunt 1991, Karsai & Hunt 2002). In the initial part of the colony cycle, due to low worker number, the first larvae are often under fed and become smaller workers (West-Eberhard 1969, Turillazzi 1980, Hunt & Amdam 2005). Some authors have suggested that queens manipulate the size of the first workers to ensure that they are smaller at emergence (e.g. by shortening their development time; Strassmann & Orgren 1983, Miyano 1983, 1990). This would ensure the earlier presence of workers and would reduce the risk that workers would abandon their mother to establish nests on their own (Miyano 1983, 1990, Strassmann & Orgren 1983, Reeve et al. 1998).

Hunt et al. (2003) showed in P. fuscatus that females emerging in August (and thus presumably foundresses) posses a storage protein of the hexamerine family that is not present in females emerging earlier in the colony cycle (workers). Hunt and Amdam (2005) proposed an explanatory framework based on the assumption that the solitary ancestor of Polistines may have been bivoltine. The authors renovate the hypothesis that a true caste differentiation may occur in Polistes genus. They hypothesized that Polistes workers correspond to the first generation (G1) but instead of directly producing the second generation offspring (G2), they take care of it in the natal nest. Future queens correspond to the second generation (G2). Hunt and Amdam (2005) proposed that a nutrient-dependent switch mechanism during larval growth may explain caste differentiation in Polistes. Variation in nutrient inflow may result in a temporal overlapping of the two generations that cause the emergence of early gynes (Strassmann 1981, Reeve et al. 1998) and late workers. Hunt and Amdam (2005) hypothesized that these late workers may become helpers in aggregations.

What are the helpers’ benefits?

Kin selection theory provides a unique framework from which the evolution of cooperation can be explained (Hamilton 1964a, 1964b). A gene promoting altruism can increase in frequency when there is a chance that the beneficiary also carries a copy, which may happen if the individuals are related. According to kin selection, to obtain some indirect fitness, a helper must direct its efforts towards relatives (Hamilton 1964a, 1964b). If wasps are able to recognize former nestmate in aggregations (as suggested for P. fuscatus gynes, Allen et al. [1982]), helpers should preferentially direct their efforts towards full sisters, even in aggregations where wasps from different colonies are present (Starks 2003). In this case, helping in aggregations may be as beneficial as helping on the nest. At present, however, evidence suggests that recognition among P. dominulus gynes in aggregations is not likely (Pratte 1982, Queller et al. 2000, Dapporto et al. 2004a). It is possible, however, that in viscous populations such as those of Polistes wasps, a significant background relatedness is shared not only among nestmates but also among individuals from neighbouring colonies (Ross & Carpenter 1991). Indeed, in viscous populations, individuals have a limited dispersal potential (philopatry) because offspring tend to remain close to their natal nest. As such, a wasp is likely to have relatives in its neighbourhood. A
helper may therefore convey the benefit (at least partly) to its relatives via random helping effort (Hamilton 1964a, 1964b, van Baalen & Rand 1998, Mitteldorf & Wilson 2000).

Relatedness, however, may not be the main factor determining helping effort. Variation among group members in the cost of helping might determine the differences in altruistic traits (Cant & Field 2001, 2005). We do not know if the high mortality among helpers is due to the cost of tasks (as it may inferred by the findings of O’Donnell & Jeanne [1995]), or to some intrinsic characteristics of helpers (as suggested by Hunt & Amdam [2005]). In the former case, the cost of helping is high. In contrast, if helpers are weak gynes, or workers with reduced possibilities to survive winter, they should suffer low costs by helping individuals with higher reproductive potential (West-Eberhard 1975, 2003, Cant & Field 2001, Hunt et al. 2003). Cant and Field (2001: p. 1959) suggested that “helpers will face a trade-off between current investment in help and their own future reproductive success”. Indeed, social wasps adopt alternative tactics to obtain some certain and immediate benefits. For example, in P. exclamans early males and workers found satellite nest. The early emergence of reproductive individuals may have originated as an adaptation in response to the large number of queens that die before autumn when reproductive offspring are usually produced (Strassmann 1981).

Nevertheless, Sober and Wilson (1998) and Taylor (1992) predicted that altruistic behaviour, blindly dispersed to individuals of a given population, is not likely to evolve even in the presence of an increased relatedness (viscosity) and low costs for helpers (Cant & Field 2001, 2005). Indeed, in order for an altruistic trait to be selected, the benefits must fall disproportionately on other individuals carrying the same altruistic gene.

Currently, in the absence of empirical studies demonstrating (i) the occurrence of kin recognition in aggregations, (ii) the relatedness level among aggregating wasps, and (iii) the costs linked to helping behaviour and the benefit gained by non helpers, all the assumptions discussed above remain speculative.

Do autumn interactions reflect (and possibly improve) dominance potential of Polistes dominulus foundresses?

Within the first days of cooperative colony foundation, a dominance hierarchy is established among foundresses through aggressive interactions (Pardi 1942, 1946). The intensity of these interactions decreases with time, from severe fights during the first encounters, to ritualized dominance interactions after several days. Behavioral and physiological differences between dominant and subordinate foundresses are determined and maintained by a feedback loop involving dominance, task performance, nutrition, and reproductive physiology (Markiewicz & O’Donnell 2001). In fact, by winning the first fights and reaching the dominant position, the alpha female avoids external tasks and acquires food from subordinates. Thanks to food provisioning, the dominant foundress may develop ovaries and, consequently, improve its endocrine activity thus enhancing the capability to dominate (Bonabeau et al. 1999, Markiewicz & O’Donnell 2001). This feed-back loop hypothesis suggests that winner loser effects may be present in Polistes wasps.

In this view, it could be advantageous for Polistes foundresses to exit the overwintering period with characteristics typical of dominant individuals, in order to increase the probability of winning the first agonistic interactions. Indeed, physiological differences among foundresses seem to be present before nest foundation (Strambi et al. 1982, Röseler et al. 1984, 1985). Strambi et al. (1982) demonstrated that P. dominulus females differed during overwintering in their haemolymph protein concentration. In particular, females affected by the strepsipteran parasite Xenos vesparum exhibited low protein level in haemolymph. The same low levels were found in several females that were not affected by the parasite. Such differentiation in protein levels was not determined at a pre-imaginal stage, as these differences became evident 10 days after emergence (Strambi et al. 1982).

According to Hunt et al. (2003) and Hunt and Amdam (2005), the protein content in the wasp tissues plays a role in caste determination.
Moreover, evidence suggests that *Polistes* future foundresses start to develop ovaries during the aggregation phase well before nest foundation (Turillazzi 1980, Dapporto et al. 2006, Gobbi et al. 2006). Röseler et al. (1984, 1985) showed that in the hours immediately after hibernation, foundresses were already physiologically differentiated: some foundresses showed the physiological characteristics of dominant females (larger ovaries and corpora allata), and these animals dominated more subordinate-like foundresses. Indeed, differences in endocrine activity, ovarian development and, therefore, the ability to exhibit dominant behaviour, exist before the first encounter after hibernation. These characteristics are independent of body size, even among individuals from the same hibernation site (Röseler et al. 1984, 1985). This early differentiation may result from a number of possible factors that play different roles from egg deposition to the end of hibernation: genotype effects, nourishment at imaginal (Strassmann 1979, Dapporto et al. 2005a) and/or larval stage (Hunt 1991, Karsai & Hunt, 2002, Hunt et al. 2003, Hunt & Amdam 2005), or social context (Solís & Strassmann 1990, Dapporto et al. 2005a, 2006).

The main question is whether factors operating at the pre-imaginal (West-Eberhard 1975, Hunt 1991, Hunt et al. 2003, Tibbetts & Dale 2004, Hunt & Amdam 2005) or adult stages (Solís & Strassmann 1990, Reeve et al. 1998, Dapporto et al. 2005a, 2005b, 2006) affect winter survival and hierarchical relationships of foundresses in spring associations. Generally, factors affecting the establishment of the dominance hierarchy are divided into intrinsic and extrinsic factors (Landau 1951a, 1951b). Intrinsic factors refer to traits that correlate with fighting ability in terms of physical skill such as size and strength; in wasps, these factors are likely determined at pre-imaginal stage. Wasp size is obviously established before emergence, as insect adults do not grow. Larger wasps have higher probabilities of being dominant on the nest (Turillazzi & Pardi 1977). The subfertility hypothesis proposed by West-Eberhard (1975), suggests that some individuals emerge with a reduced reproductive potential and, therefore, are more likely to become subordinates. However, there is presently little empirical support to this hypothesis as isolated subordinate foundresses usually show the same reproductive potential of their former dominant females (Röseler 1985, Reeve 1991, Field & Foster 1999).

Conversely to intrinsic factors, extrinsic factors are related to social experience and, obviously, operate at the adult stage. Two well-known extrinsic mechanisms that affect hierarchy establishment are winner and loser effects, which predict that the outcome of prior fights influences an individual’s probability of winning or losing a future contest. Winner and loser effects may be appropriate in social wasps. As mentioned above, Markiewicz and O’Donnell (2001) hypothesized a feedback loop, triggered by dominance interactions, that determines differences in behavioural and physiological characteristics between dominant and subordinate foundresses.

As demonstrated for several animal species (Landau 1951a, 1951b, Chase et al. 1994, Chase et al. 2002, Beacham 2003, Bugatkin & Druen 2004), a combination of intrinsic and extrinsic factors most likely determines hierarchical rank in *Polistes* wasps (Turillazzi & Pardi 1977, Dapporto et al. 2006). We have observed an aggregation of wasps from the onset of the pre-hibernating period until the beginning of winter, and then we measured head size (intrinsic factor) and ovarian development. Ovarian development did not correlate with head width, suggesting that ovarian status is linked to environmental factors rather than to intrinsic ones (as also suggested by Röseler 1985, Field & Foster 1999, Markiewicz & O’Donnell 2001). We also demonstrated that both head width and ovarian development affected the tendency to dominate in aggregation (Dapporto et al. 2006). In fact, only wasps having both larger heads and ovaries were dominant. Moreover we showed that, in the 85% of the cases, dominance relationships of a given pair of females in autumn were maintained after the nest foundation in spring (Dapporto et al. 2006); this suggests that autumnal social interactions may be accurate indicators of the dominance potential of wasps.

Since ovarian development after nest foundation seems to be determined by the social context (Röseler 1991), we suggest that ovarian status may be affected by social interactions in aggregations. According to findings by Röseler et al. (1984, 1985), and to the model proposed by Markiewicz O’Donnell (2001), foundresses exiting hiberna-
tion with larger ovaries and corpora allata, have greater chances to obtain the dominant position after nest foundation. Thus we suggest that social encounters in pre-hibernation clusters may serve to assess early — and possibly improve — one’s own dominance potential well before the nest foundation stage (Dapporto et al. 2006).

**Conclusions**

*Polistes* wasps are considered as a model for studies of behavioural plasticity, caste determination, cooperation and competition according to kinship, and related phenomena such as nesting choice, kin recognition, and alternative reproductive strategies. Most studies, however, focus on the nesting phase, and consider winter aggregations little more than groups of “sleeping wasps”. In contrasts, we have show that aggregating wasps are not only active, but they perform the main social interactions occurring on the nest (Dapporto et al. 2005a, 2006). The aggregation may represent a “no man’s land” that provides the opportunity to study wasp social behaviour in a diverse environment, where reproductive competition is lacking. In this sense, all social interactions in clusters seem to lose their primary functional meaning, that is, maintaining the colony’s reproductive dominance. In fact, the absence of the nest, together with the advantages of grouping during autumn, reduces competition and, consequently, aggression levels in aggregating wasps. As such, the gynes, engage in dominance interactions that may result in immediate (receiving food from helpers; Dapporto et al. 2005a) and delayed benefits (improving and assessing own reproductive potential; Dapporto et al. 2006) in a relatively “relaxed field”.

In this view, studying social networks in clusters may help to shed light of the ontogeny of behaviour and on the mechanisms which are at the basis of division of labour and caste determination in this genus.
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